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This multi-sensorial space provides a holistic experience to all its guests who

come to relax, recharge or stay to dance all night. 

Yamba is the result of an extended  journey by passionate people bringing

inspirations from diverse places in the world, including Malawi, Zambia, Mali, 

 Japan and Brazil.

 

Live music sunsets, invigorating yoga classes, flavourful shared meals and

unforgettable parties have brought together a loyal community of individuals

finding refuge from the urban chaos in this laid-back enclave, blissfully located

between the open ocean and a stunning natural cliff.

 

YAMBA: TO BEGIN, BEGIN.

“Yamba” means “begin” in the Chichewa language spoken in Malawi. It is

quite fitting because this venture represents the beginning of a new era on

the beaches of Caparica. Its mission and driving force is to cultivate joy,

authenticity, inclusion and sustainability.

 



Overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, this versatile safe

haven is above all a story about human passion for

exploration, culture and design, naturally rallying

mindful people and ethicals values together.

 

Its wooden structure was sourced from old

Portuguese railroad tracks and recycled materials

were used to design the architectural elements of the

venue. The majority of the furniture has been sourced

from local artisans from Malawi, Mali and Morocco;

making sustainability the back bones of the space.

 

The DJ Booth is an old workstation from a Portuguese

carpenter and antique furniture from Lisbon has been  

chosen to complete this carefully curated

environment, creating a magical and unforgettable

atmosphere.

 

Embracing the Wabi-Sabi japanese philosophy,

Yamba celebrates an aesthetic that finds beauty in

impermanence, antique materials, asymmetry,

roughness,  simplicity, intimacy, and in the

appreciation of the ingenuous integrity of natural

objects. 

 

 

 

PHILOSOPHY AND INSPIRATIONS



Yamba aims to raise awareness about the wild and fragile ecosystem it sets foot

on, and respects thoughtful consumption and production patterns. Regarding 

 food and beverages, Yamba has set an "ocean to table" policy, serving only fair

trade and locally produced ingredients.

 

Yamba actively adopts a "Leave no trace" policy, cleaning regularly the beach and

sand dunes. "Beach Cleaning initiatives" are taken by management and staff, and

a partnership with the Surf School offers free refreshments to children that help

clean up the beach.

 

For world travelers, Yamba offers a solution to offset their carbon footprint by

collaborating with the "Stand For Trees" NGO.

 

Yamba embraces a strict no single-use plastic policy, offering  sustainable

alternatives such as bio-degradable wheat-made straws, in the hope that this will

set an example to other restaurants and beach clubs in the Lisbon hospitality

scene. 

 

Every Friday, a percentage of profits is attributed to a chosen NGO. These have

included NGOs such as "Plastic Oceans International" and "Survival International

Brazil".

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY: LEADING THE WAY



The visionaries behind this wholeness project are two multicultural

individuals who have stayed curious and open while traveling to

numerous horizons in the past 15 years. Besides this passion project,

they have both started real-estate initiatives in Lisbon and are deeply

shaping the urban landscape with vanguard  and cutting-edge venues. 

 

A true musicophile and serial entrepreneur, Amaury - also known as

Momus - has developed and explored different genres of sound during

the last 12 years throughout the cities in which he has lived & traveled,

such as Paris, New York and now Lisbon. His unique way of viewing the

world through the prism of contemporary music culture transcends his

Parisian origins. He developed not only a unique talent for connecting

and discovering obscure and mind-blowing electronic music but also

excels in being in communion with the crowd while playing. 

 

In a constant quest for growth and enlightenment, Sacha is a true

adventurer, a nomad of modern times who fully and sincerely

dedicates his energy and creativity to wherever his heart leads him.

Sacha's previous hospitality and architectural projects in Rio, Paris and

Lisbon were all conducted with a genuine passion and a remarkable

attention to detail. Yamba represents the pinnacle of Sacha's way of

life, continuously challenging established norms and pursuing a never

ending innovative artistic expression.

 

THE CREATORS



At Yamba, the ever-growing cultural and mindful program provides guests the

opportunity to   connect  with their inner self as well as  the environment around

them. Ideally located in the wilderness of nature, wellness programs are offered

weekly in partnership with experienced and talented professionals. 

 

From Mindful Yoga practice to Qigong classes, mornings at Yamba allow our

community to experience the best of the beach atmosphere only 20 minutes away

from the heart of Lisbon. A special plant-based yoga brunch is cooked,  prepared,

and served on the beach to further deepen the yoga practice of the day.

 

Yamba hosts talks and discussions about mindfulness, environmental issues and

well-being at large, featuring world-class speakers in order to engage with the

audience and raise awareness. The objective is to gather and create meaningful

conversations between local communities and global travelers.

 

 

REGENERATE YOUR SOUL





Argentinian renowned chef, Adrian Gomez, has developed a fresh and seasonal  

menu, featuring seafood from Yamba's "front yard" and locally sourced

products. 

 

Featuring an extra-large charcoal barbecue grill, our open view kitchen is

intended to let customers appreciate the preparation of their dishes. Yamba

fosters culinary creativity on the beach front, offering summer partnerships

with international restaurants (such as the french Margús) and innovative

catering for private parties.

 

Panoramic ocean views here are combined with our very own selection of

alchemy inspired cocktails and drinks. Treated to our mixologists’ magical

process of transformation, cocktails are made to evoke various senses through

a surprising combination of flavours.

 

 

 

A FLAVORFUL JOURNEY





DANCE & DREAM

Our state-of-the-art sound-system from Audio Factory offers Yamba the richest and

cleanest sound experience on any beach in Portugal. Audio Factory notably powers

world-renowned musical institutions such as Goa Club (Rome) and DC-10 (Ibiza).

 

On Friday afternoons, Yamba hosts the weekly Yam'Jam sessions, inviting guests to

enjoy soulful live music while contemplating the sunset. Yamba's team is dedicated

to bring to you the most talented local artists to create a spontaneous, outgoing and

open performance. Yam'Jam wants to promote improvisation and surprises, allowing

anyone to join and participate in this musical journey.

 

On Saturday afternoons, Yamba hosts "ConVida", inviting the most talented DJ's

from all around the world to play all night long stirring live sets. Top selectors have

included D'Julz, YokOo, Matthew Dekay, Dyed Soundorom, Dan Ghenacia, Trus'Me,

and Pabels amongst many others.

 

To close the weekend on a high note, Yamba showcases up-and-coming musical

artists for "Sundaze", marked by unforgettable sets and flavourful drinks with the

purpose of easing you into the following work week.

 

 

 

 

 





Every month, Yamba launches an exceptional rocket party into space with stellar

music, heavenly food and cosmic drinks. Pulsar is always a themed Galactik party:

guests wear their best spacesuits and dancing shoes for a night they'll never

forget. 

 

Throughout their life journeys, Yamba's founders have gathered a diverse

community of broad-minded individuals from all over the world, united in

sharing their passion for musical experiences, pure radiance and self-expression.

 

PULSAR PARTY



GET IN TOUCH

Address

Operat ing  hours

P r a i a  d a  B o l i n a  P r a i a

d o  C a s t e l o ,  2 8 2 5 - 4 9 1

C o s t a  d a  C a p a r i c a

1 0 am  t o  1 0 pm ,  a l l  w e e k -

L i c e n s e  f o r  e v e n t s  u n t i l

l a t e

Webs ite www . y am b a y am b a . c om

Opened M a y  2 0 1 9

Social  Media @ y am b a l i s b o n

# y am b a y am b a

Reservat ion b o o k i n g @ y am b a y am b a . c om


